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ECT-06 : English Language Teaching
(CBCS-New Course)

Faculty Code : 001
Subject Code 2018407

2 Yz Hoursl [Total Marks : 70

Instructions :(1) Attempt all questions.

(2) Figures to the right side indicate marks.

1. Attempt any one of the following : 14

(1) Write a detailed note on the techniques for identi$ring the areas for
remedial teaching.

Discuss the effective techniques for teaching Syntax.

Write a detailed note on the role of technology in teaching English.

Attempt any one of the following : 10

(1) Write a note on techniques for evaluating students, reading
skills.

(2) Role of social media in learning English.

(B) Attempt any one of the following : 10

(1) Write a note on techniques for effective remedial teaching.

(2) Techniques for teaching English to slow-leamers in a

heterogeneous class.

3. (A) Attemptany two of the following: 10

(1) Discuss techniques for teaching Morphology.
(2) How would you prepare materials for teaching writing skills ?

(3) Write a note on testing and evaluating slow-leamers' listening
skills.

(4) Suggest some techniques for effective evaluation of students'
grammatical accuracy.
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(B) Attempt any two of the following :

(1) How would you teach semantics at under graduate level ?

(2) Write a note on techniques for evaluating speaking skills'

(3) Discuss the role of teacher in planning remedial teaching to

slow learners at under graduate level'

(4) Write a note on role of internet in ELT classroom.

4. Attempt the following questions in one or two lines :

(1) What is the tuIl form of LSWR ?

(2) What does L2 mean ?

(3) What is CCE ?

(4) What is DELL ?

(5) What is the fulI form of ESP ?

(6) What does ICT mean ?

5. AttemPt anY ten MCQs given below :

(1) If phonetics is the world, then phonology is

(a) Country (b) State

(c) CitY (d) Village

(2) What does the letter .B, stand for in 8.E., a type of English ?

(u) Britishers (b) Business

(") BYgone (d) Bilingual

(3)Whichofthefollowingareproductiveskills?

(a) ComPrehensionskills

(b) Writing and Reading skills

(c) Writing and SPeaking skills

(d) None of these
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(4) In LSRW, the letter R stands for

(u) Reading skills

(b) Reading a Novel

(t) Reading Business Letters

(d) None of these

(5) Which language learning skills arc artifrcial?

(u) Writing and Reading Skills

(b) Speaking Skills

(.) Listening Skills

(d) ComprehensionSkills

(6) Ll stands for

(a) Mother Tongue (b) Foreign Language

(.) National Language (d) None of these

(7) Phonetics is the study of

(a) Speech sounds (b) Meanings

(t) Symbols (d) None of these

(8) Which is a better technique for testing and evaluation?

(u) AnnualExaminations

(b) Half YearlY Examinations

(t) ContinuousEvaluations

(d) None of these

(9) Morphology is the studY of

(a) Speech Sounds (b) Phonemes

(c) Meaning (d) None of these

(10) What does the letter T stand for in the examinations like TEFL ?

(a) Test (b) Teaching

(c) Techniques (d) None of these
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(11) In EGP, the letter G suggests

(u) General (b) Grammar

(.) Grounding (d) None of these

(12) In CLT, what does the letter C stand for ?

(a) Community (b) Communicative

(.) Comprehensive (d) None of these
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